
"Help To Buy" Phase II is already driving up prices. London Estate Agents haven't been so bullish
since the 1980's boom years!  Aggressive tax structures are streamlining smart investment strategies.
We try to make sense of it all here....
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"Help To Buy" Drives Up Prime Prices
Investors Look To Add Value, Hold Tight and Ride The Wave

Across London as a whole, prices have risen by 9.2% over the last 12
months.  

Traditional "Prime" London prices - Knightsbridge, Belgravia, Kensington &
Chelsea - as solid as a rock - have risen by a more modest 5.6%.  Southwest
London in contrast is up 11.8%.

Phase II of "Help To Buy," - which is capped at £600,000 - is already fueling
growth around London and in effect underpinning values across the board. 
This is very much a London play currently and many previous "fringe" London
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locations are performing very well with very good potential growth ahead where
"Help To Buy" will really impact well as the chart above shows. 

Unfortunately UK-wide the market situation still remains generally depressed
and this is where "Help To Buy" should have its strongest impact.

You don't get much for £600,000 in traditional "Prime" London these days (see
above).  Furthermore properties below this level are now very fully priced and
exert upward price pressure to properties above. Secondhand stock, in
secondhand condition is being priced at "Triple-AAA" values and this is flowing
through the market as a whole.

Aggressive tax structures have channeled overseas buyers and "smart
investors" in to the new £600,000-£2m "sweet-spot" where properties can be
held in off-shore structures comfortably and at a level where penal tax levels
are not triggered.

This is also prime corporate and
professional  tenant market
territory. Prime central London
locations attract the best quality
and most reliable tenants.  Think
Private Equity, Hedge Funds,
banks and lawyers.

Leading London agents are
reporting tenant demand up +10%
this year already, notwithstanding
a flat and indeed slightly falling
rent situation over the last 12-18
months.

One and two bedroom apartments
are acquired from £600,000 to
£2m. Taking the average gross
rental yield of 3.5% and an annual
capital growth rate of 5%, the
combined annual return exceeds
8.5%, which is very attractive -

and the property pays its own way in the meantime.

With prices being full, estate agents and sellers being bullish, "Buy-to-Hold" is
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the way to go - adding value along the way wherever possible - and then ride
the wave!  It has a long way to go.

Source: Curzon, KF, Savills

The Luxury Property Show, London,  29/30 October
The Hurlingham Club, Ranelagh Gardens, London,SW6 3PR

Melissa Porter, TV Property Expert, who started her property career with Curzon.

The annual London Luxury Property Show takes place at the exquisite
Hurlingham Club and their beautiful Georgian manor house, set in 42-
acres of gardens and polo pitches in Fulham. 

Curzon is very pleased to be sponsoring the network evening on
Tuesday 29th October.  

To obtain your FREE VIP invitation please follow this link: 

http://www.speeddata.co.uk/VIP/LuxuryPropertyShow.aspx
We look forward to seeing you there!

London Commercial Real Estate Recovery Continues
Office Yields & Prime Real Estate Recovers; Retail Generally In Trouble
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Average Central London commercial yields are 4.95%.  Prime London
commercial markets are continuing to recover at long last. Office rents
are getting stronger and there is a general pick-up in the sector. 

Prime West End office rents are hitting close to £120psf.

Prime retail continues to hold its own - particularly where "iconic" investment
incorporating strong Global covenants, solid locations and institutional FRI
lease structures are concerned.

However the internet is effectively "killing the high street" as major retailers
focus evermore on luxury shopping malls. Local retailers struggle on, often
crippled financially by local property taxes ("business rates") approaching 50%
of open market rental values.

Keep a close eye on Distribution Warehouses - think Amazon and the internet
once again. Strong yield compression is taking place (+5.75%), showing high
confidence in long term investment prospects and returns ahead.

Source: Curzon, Cushman & Wakefield

UK Relaxes Visa Requirements For Chinese Visitors
Chancellor George Osborne Strengthens Economic Ties

Visa applications for Chinese visitors entering the UK will be simplified,
Chancellor George Osborne has announced during his trade trip to
China this month. 

According to the government, last year 210,000 visas were issued to Chinese
nationals and they contributed about £300m to the UK economy.  The Chinese
are big spenders and this is being encouraged further both for tourism and
commercial mainstream UK investment projects.



UK ENTREPRENEUR VISA 
Criteria & Requirements 

 
Tier 1 (Entrepreneur) Visa   (£200,000+ to invest) 
This is for people who want to set up or take over, and be actively involved in
running, a business or businesses here with an investment of £ 200,000. The
main requirements are:-
 
1.     Have at least £ 200,00 ready to invest in the UK (start a business or take
over a business, and then be actively involved in the business).
 
2.     Be able to speak English to the required standard - Either have an IELTS
(International English Language Testing System) score of 7.0 OR a degree
from a major University taught in English.
 
3.     Have enough money to pay for living expenses in the UK for self and any
dependents.
 
Tier 1 (Investor) Visa   (£1m+ to invest) 
This is for people who want make a substantial passive financial investment in
the UK of around £ 1m but do not want to work. English is NOT required. The
main requirement is:-
 
1. Have at least £ 1 million ready to invest in the UK (not into property or bank
account or offshore companies). You can invest in Unit Trusts and Private
Companies.

Source: Curzon, UK Government, Heritage Foundation.
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Please contact us directly for further information.
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